Modern life can be a blur
Many activities in modern life involve
artificial and natural light to aid in their
performance. However the stress of that
light on our visual system can lead to
unwanted symptoms such as glare, visual
stress, blurring and headaches. This is often
due to the scattering of light.
Activities that include, driving at night,
computer use and reading, can all cause
discomfort.
A filter has been developed that realigns scattered light to alleviate symptoms.
The VISTAMESH filter is multi-layered
The lightweight, material includes a contrast
filter to enhance colour perception, a unique
mesh layer to dampen flicker and align
scattered light, a reflection free layer and a
super easy clean top coat.

The benefits of Vistamesh are that it:
 Aligns scattered light,
 Dampens flicker
 Sharpens contrast
 Reduces eye strain
 And deflects EMI radiations

These benefits have proven to help in dyslexia with concentration and difficulty
reading, because it enhances text on the page.
Driving at night is a universal problem which Vistamesh has helped because it
combats glare from oncoming headlights. It also helps to prevent visual fatigue
in computer and hand held device usage because it dampens flicker and deflects
EMI.
At Ringlands Optics, I have been using Vistamesh for several years with
exceptionally good results; particularly for driving at night and visual migraine.
I keep a stock of clip over filters that patients can borrow to find out if they
help for their particular need. 80% of my patients have found relief from using
the filters.
Please call if you'd also like to trial Vistamesh. Also if you have found this
article interesting and have questions regarding it, then please do get in touch
either for a chat by phone, or please feel free to email me.
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